Zeus Electrosex Violet Wand Instructions

Congratulations on your new violet wand. Not only is it pretty to look at and oh so very fun, but it’s super easy to use.

1. First, take one of the glass wand attachments and slide it firmly into the wand handle. It will have some give from side to side, but should be pretty stable.
2. Now plug the wand into a 120 volt wall socket. Immediately the wand will start buzzing. That is normal and okay.
3. Now, before touching the glass attachment, make sure that the dial at the base of the wand is turned down to its minimum setting. At this setting you may see a little glowing in the glass tube. You’ll definitely see the glow as you touch it and create a connection. At the lowest level you shouldn’t be able to feel any sensation from the wand. While plugged in the unit won’t go completely off.
4. Now try turning up the power slightly. When you reach a certain level you should get a cracking noise and see tiny static sparks arc between the glass attachment and your skin or another conducting surface. Generally you’ll get this effect when you’re very close to the glass tube, but it will lessen when you touch it. As you turn up the power you’ll get more intense arcs that reach further from the glass tube.
5. Through some experimentation you can find what sensation works right on what part of your, or your partner’s body.
6. You’ll soon find that if you hold the glass tube in your hand and turn the power of the wand up you can transfer the effects of the wand over your body and transmit sparks from your fingertips. Please only touch the glass when using this and don’t put anything into the wand handle that isn’t intended for use with the Zeus Electrosex Violet Wand.

Note: Since the capacitor in a violet wand can heat up over time try not to use your violet wand for more than 15 minutes without a break.

CAUTION
Violet Wand stimulation is only for healthy, consenting adults who understand all operating procedures and warnings. Consult a physician if you have a history of medical complications, along with any questions or concerns. If you do not accept these warnings, or cannot safely use this product, return this unused Violet Wand to your dealer for a refund.

DO NOT USE THE VIOLET WAND IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING APPLY TO YOU:
• If you have any type of electronic implanted device, such as a pacemaker, drug pump, or defibrillator.
• If you have a history of health complications, including (but not limited to) the following: seizures, heart disease, heart attack, epilepsy, nervous system disorders, brain disorders, stroke, serious skin problems, or any similar medical condition.
• If you are currently pregnant, or may be pregnant.
• If you are a minor, under the age of 18 years old.

IMPORTANT WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS:
• Always start at the lowest intensity level and comfortably work your way up. Test the device first on yourself until you are familiar with its operation procedures and intensity levels before using on someone else.

• Ensure that the power unit is turned to its lowest setting before removing or inserting new attachments.

• Remember that the wand will tend to arc towards metal and body piercings. This may cause burning as the electricity is conducted from the piercing to the wearer.

• Do not use the violet wand for more than 15 minutes at a time.

• Never use your violet wand near water or wet conditions.

• Never use while operating a motor vehicle or heavy machinery.

• Keep all parts and accessories out of the reach of children.

• Never use the violet wand to treat a medical condition.

• Stay out of contact with electronics while using the wand as the discharge conducted through you could be detrimental to their operation.

POSSIBLE SIDE AFFECTS:
Discontinue use and consult a physician immediately if any of these possible side affects become persistent.

• Skin irritation

• Severe Pain

• Numbness

• Any other unusual condition that develops and persists after the use of the violet wand.